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PRAШNES-TYPE GROUPOIDS 

Jan KuЪarski 

ABSTRACT. This paper is devoted to applications of the theory of 

differential spaces in the sense of R.Sikorski to groupoids. By us

ing these spaces, the notion of a smooth groupoid, much more general 

than a differential groupoid, is defined here. The theory of folia

tions is the source of such groupoids. Next, J.Pradines* idea of 

constructing, for every diff. groupoid, some vector bundle with na

tural algebraic structures - called the Lie algebroid of this diff. 

groupoid - is used for smooth groupoids. 

INTRODUCTION. The notion of a differential groupoid introduced by 

Ch.Ehresmann £31 is a natural extension of the notion of a Lie group, 

Differential groupoids (especially Lie groupoids) constitute an ap

propriate direction for the development of certain geometric theor

ies such as connexions and Lie pseudogroups. The works by J.Pradines 

1113 r [153 were the landmark in the theory of diff. groupoids. The 

aiithor defined, for each differential groupoid $ (over a manifold V) 
some object - called the Lie algebroid of J - which is a vector bun

dle T*$ over V such that (T*§)|X«TU # X, §x»et ( X ) , veV, oc-the source. 
ux " ^he u n i^ over x. T^§ has the property: there exists some natu

ral bisection between the module of global smooth sections of this 

bundle and the module of smooth right-invariant vector fields o n $ . 

It enables one to carry an R-Lie algebra structure to the module of 

all global sections of the bundle T*$. This notion generalizes the 

notion of a Lie algebra of a Lie group. Some new directions of the 

development of the theory of groupoids are described by J.Pradines 

in £163. The theory of foliations (also that of pseudogroups) is the 

source of the important nontransitive groupoids whose space is not 

- in general - a manifold. For example, the subgroupoid $ of a Lie 

groupoid $ (over V) consisting of the elements for which the source 
and the target lie on some leaf of a given foliationTof V. However, 

it is evident that one can always define on $ some natural structu-

This paper is in final form and no version of it will be submitted 
for publication elsewhere. 
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re of a differential space in the sense of RoSikorski £191 (see al

so £20J, £213 ), and it turns out that all operations in Jp are then 

smooth as the mappings in the category of differential spaces. This 

gives rise to the defining of the notion of a groupoid in the eate-

gory of diff. spaces. If, in addition, the sets o( (x), xcV (of- the 

source in a given groupoid I over V) are the so-called leaves of the 

diff. spaced, then this groupoid is called a smooth groupoid. $ is 

such a groupoid. 

The present author*s .observation show that, by following the idea 

of J.Pradines, one can construct, for each smooth groupoid $, an ob

ject A(#), analogous to the lie algebroid of a diff. groupoid, not 

being - unfortunately in general - a vector bundle. The above examp-
cr 

le $ of a smooth groupoid have the property that the constructed 

object A(i ) is a vector bundle (although $ is hardly ever diff. 

groupoid)# The smooth groupoids § for which the objects A($) are ve
ctor bundles shall be call the ifradines-type groupoids. An especial

ly important role will be played by those groupoids from among them 

which are also the so-called smooth groupoids over foliations. They 

are -«in the author's opinion - a proper generalization of princi

pal fibre bundles, for they enable one to build a sensible theory of 

connexions (see C81, [91)• 

This work (in the considerable part) has come into being on the 

basis of preprint £71 and is its extension. 

1. PRELIMINARIES. First, we give two definitions fundamental for 

our work: of a groupoid and of a differential space. 

% a groupoid we shall mean (after N.V.Que t1?l) the system 

(1.1) ($f«,BfVf.) 

consisting of sets $ and V and mappings ot,B:§ —> V, •:$*§—*§ whe

re $*# - {(g,h)e§*§; o<g-=Sh}, fulfilling the axioms (i) <x (g«h)-=*h 

and B(g#h)«Bg for (g,h)€|*§, (ii) (f•g)*h^f (g-h) for (f,g), (g,h) 

€§*<§, (iii) for each point xeV, there exists an element ux6§such 

that *(u )-*B(u )--x, h«u =h whenc-fh=-x, u •gs-g when Bg«x (u is uniqu-
X X X X X 

ely determined and called the unit over x). (iv) for each element h 

e§t there exists an element h €$ such that a(h" )=Bh, B(h )*«h, 

h»h ^u^-, h •bssuech (h is uniquely determined). 

By a differential space (d.s. for short) (see R.Sikorski C19lft2lJ 

we mean each couple (M,C) ( sometimes denoted briefly by M) consisting 

of a set M and a non-empty family C of real functions on M closed 

with respect to (w.r.t.) localization and superposition with all fu

nctions of C^-class on the Catesian spaces. The set C is then called 
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the differential structure of this space (d.str. for short) and M -

i"̂ s support. More precisely, let us denote by T Q the weakest topolo

gy on M such that all functions of C are continuous. For AcM, we 

denote by C^ the set of all functions h:A —«• E such that, for any x 

eAf there exist a neighbourhood (nbh) Uerc of x and a function geC 

satisfying hlUflAaglUAA. The closedness w«r.t. localization may be ex

pressed in the form O^C. Denote by scC the set of all functions 

fCg-jC #)t •••»gm(*)) where <j> is a C®-function on K
m, g^C, i$m, m*1,2,. 

..The closedness w.r.t. superposition with all functions of C®-class 

on the Cartesian spaces means that scC«c. 

Every d.s* (MfC) is also considered as the topological space 

(MfTc). If C is a non-empty family of real functions on Mf then C:= 

=(scC)M is the smallest d.str. on M containing C . C is called the 

d.str. generated by C. If (M,C) is a d.s., then (A,C.) is such a spa

ce, too, for any subset ACM and is called a proper differential sub-

space of (M,C) (proper d.subs. for short). C^ is called induced from 

(MtC) on A. (A,C^) is sometimes denoted by M.^« 

Let (MfC) and (NfD) be any d.s.'s. The mapping f:M —* N is called 
(i) smooth if gof€C for geD. Then we write f :(MfC) —*> (NfD)f (ii) a 

diffeomorphism (diff. for short) if it is a bisection and f and f 

are smooth, (iii) an embedding if f:(M,C) —* (f EMl,Df m ) is a diff. 

By a product (M,C)*(N,D) we mean the d.s. (M*NfC*D) where CUtD is the 

d.str. generated by {g^pr..,, geClu ihoprpt h€D). For ACM and BcN we 
have («B)^B«CAXDB. 

Let V be any C -manifold. Then (VfCH^V)) is, of course, a d.s. 

and T^OB-yxC TopV. What is more, the equality T ^ y x » Top V holds if 

and only if (iff) V is Hausdorff. In the Hausdorff case, for any open 

set UCV (the notation: UOuV), we have C^VJ-J) » CaD(V)TJ. In this con

nection, we adopt the following definition H93 : a d.s. (V,C) is cal

led an n-dim. differential manifold (d.man.) if, for each point xeVf 
there exist a nbh UeTc of xf an open subset £h cR n and some diff. 

T.CU.C-rj) --» GfL.C^dR11)^). The topology TQ is then Hausdorff. We 

shall identify a Hausdorff C^-manifold V with the d.man. (V^^V)). 

Having d.s.'s at our disposal, we are able to give the following 

(1.2) DEFINITION. By a groupoid in the category of d.s,*s we mean 

groupoid (1»1) in which § and V are d.s.'s and the mappings oc,&:§-*V 
:$ —+*$f h *~> h~ f u:V —»§ , X H u , as well as • :§*§ —*§ are 

smooth (f^tf denotes here the proper d.subs. of f*€ ). 

We notice £hat u:V —*$ is an embedding* 

From now, by a groupoid we shall mean a groupoid in the category 

of d.s.'s and we shall sometimes say f,a groupoidl •• instead of "a 
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groupoid ($,ot,B,V, • ) " . 

Homomorphisms between groupoids are defined in an evident manner. 

( 1.3) EXAKPLK. Let RcV^V be any equivalence relation on a d.s. V. 

Then the system 

(1.4) (RfP^IR.prglR^.), 

where R is here the proper d.subs. of V;*V and (y,z)»(x,y) = (x,z), is 

a groupoid called the groupoid of the equivalence relation R» m 
(1.5) EXAMPLE. Let P be any pseudogroup of smooth transformations on 

a d.man. V. Then, for each k=1,2,..., the set of jets U^ff fer,xeDf> 

CJk(V,V), with the d.str. induced from Jk(V,V), forms a groupoid. m 
Groupoid (1.1) is said to be a differential groupoid B3 if § and 

V are d.man.*s and a,8:§—» V are submersions .A cliff, groupoid is sa

id to be a Lie groupoid t173 if it is transitive. A principal fibre 

bundle P determines the Lie groupoid of Ehresmann PP~ [23. 

2. SMOOTH GROUPOIDS. The notion of a subspace of a d#s. can be fo
und in [193 but it is too strong for us, so we adopt the following: 

A d.s. (Ny,D/) is said to be a differential subspace (d.subs. for 

short) of a d.s. (N,D) if N'crN, and for each point yeN', there exists 

a nbh VsT^, of y such that D^Vy. Then we write (N',D') <=-* (N,D). If 

B'**\s then (N',D') is a proper d.subs, of (N,D). 

Any immerse d.subman. of a d.man. is an example of a d.subs. 

?y a leaf (k-leaf) of a d.s. (M,C) we mean a subset LcM if there 

exists a d.str. D on L such that (Ii9B) is a d.man. (of dimension k), 

(L9D) is a d.subs. of (M,C) and, for each locally arcwise connected 

topological space X and a continuous mapping f :X —*• (M,TC) such that 

f EX3cL, the induced mapping f ;X —* (L,^), x »-** f(x), is continuous, 

too. We notice that 

(1) the d.str* D on L is uniquely determined, 

(2) each connected component of (L,D) is equal to an arcwise con

nected component of the subset L in (M,TG), 

(3) L is a leaf iff any of its arcwise connected components is a 

leaf. 

(4) if (X,E) is any d.s. whose topology T™ is locally arcwise con

nected, then, for each smooth mapping f :(X,E) —* (M,C) such that 

ftXJCL, the mapping f:(X,E) —* (L9D)9 x >-* f(x), is also smooth. 

Sometimes, the manifold (L,D) will be called a leaf of (M,C). 

Each element of a foliation of a d.man. is an example of a leaf* 

Now, we give the fundamental 

(2.1) DEFINITION* By a smooth groupoid we mean groupoid (1•1) in 

which the sets ec~ (x), xeV, are leaves of the d.s. §. 
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The set <x" (x) equipped with the suitable d.man. structure is cal

led the leaf of this groupoid over x and denoted by §>x, xeV. 

The mappings 

(2.2) V^Bh "^*«fhf 6 *~* g*h' 
h€$, are diff.'s* 

Every diff. groupoid is, of course, a smooth groupoid; the proper 

d.subman. <x~ (x) of $ is a leaf over x, xeV. 

(2.3) PROPOSITION. Groupoid (1.4) is a smooth groupoid iff each abs

tract class of R is a leaf of V. In this case, the mapping 

(2.4) TX:LX ->RX, y r~>(x,y), 

is a diff. of leaves (Lx - the abstract class of R through x ). 0 

(2.5) THEOREM. Let (1.1) be any Lie groupoid. Then, for an equivale

nce relation R for which (1.4) is a smooth groupoid, the subgroupoid 

(2.6) $R*(a,&r1CRJ 
equipped with the d.str. of a proper d.subs. of $, turns out to be a 
smooth groupoid. 

Proof. Ot course, $ forms a groupoid. Let xeW Consider the sub
mersion S :$ -*V, hr-^ Bh, and take the abstract class L of R th-

XX .4 X 

rough x. The inverse image B "" CL 1 forms in a natural manner an im-
merse d.subman. $ of the d.man. $x, characterized by the property: 

- if AGLL and the d.man. LX|A is a proper d.subman. of V, then 
Bx"

1lA]CT$x and the d.man. f̂ lB""1 [A] i s a ProPer d.subman. of § x. Of 
course, &-.:$.. —* L_ - the inducfd mapping - is a submersion. We have 

R R 
to show that 5 is a leaf of the d.s.§ , which is equivalent to the 

R 
fact that §*; is a leaf of the d.man. * • 

x x 

Let X be any locally arcwise connected topological space and f :X 

—»$_ - any continuous mapping such that f IX]c:§v. Take an arbitrary 
X X 

point tQ6X. By the submersivity of B , there e x i s t nbh*s V/cc§ and 
W<xV of f ( t Q ) and yQ :=B(f( t Q ) ) , r e spec t ive ly , and a d i f f . 4* :tf •* WxIR* 
8-=codimL , such that J/ :W —* W, h i—• pr 1o^(h) , i s equal to B IW, 

f* i x 

Take any subset UctLx, containing y , such that L x j« i s a proper d. 

subman. of V. Put U»^""1 [Uxfls3. Of course, U»(!//n§x)n &x~
1 lU]<x§x 

and <p#xiu ~* ^ i t j ^ ^ 8 * h M r + ( h ) > i s a d i f f * Let B- f"1 [Wl. ThenfJB] 
dWC\$*.t so the image of the mapping <{>1©flB (which i s equal to 6 •t IB) x ^ x 
i s contained in WHL . Prom the assumption about R i t fol lows that 
^1«>flB:B - * Lx i s continuous. Put B- (+ 1 «f IB)""1 [U]. Be Top X and 
^ 1 o f IB:B - * L x | g i s continuous, so i s f IB«<p~1©(<J;1of IB,<|/2©f IB):B - » 
§^ITT. The free choice of trt6X implies that f :X ~ * : § ^ i s continuous.^ 3. ALGEBROID OF A SMOOTH GROUPOID. The present author's observa-
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tions show that by following the idea of J.Pradines C123, C133, one 

can construct an object analogous to the Lie algebroid of a diff. 

groupoid for groupoids from a much wider class, namely for smooth 

groupoids. 

We first recall the notion of a tangent vector and the tangent d. 

s. over a d.s. By a tangent vector to a d.s. (M.C) at xeM C193 weme-

an each linear mapping v:C —* BR such that v(f •g)-=v(f )»g(x)+f(x)»v(g) 

for f,geC. All tangent vectors at x form a vector space which is de

noted by TX(M,C) and called the tangent vector space at x. By the di

fferential at x [20] of any smooth mapping f:(MfC) —+ (NfD) between 
d.s.'s (MfC) and (N,D) we mean the linear mapping

 f*x
:T

x(
M»c) """* 

Twx)(NfD) defined by the formula f x̂(v)(g)-*v(gof)f geDf veTx(M,C). 

If (N^D7) is a d.subs. of (N,D) and i:(N',D') <=-» (N,D) denotes the in

clusion, then, for y€N'f ̂ y^yCN't11') ""* Ey(N,D) is a monomorphism; 

with its help the space T (N',1)') is identified with the vector sub-

space Imi of T (N,D). 

Let (M,C) be any d.s. We put 

(i) T(KfC)»LJ MTx(MfC) (the disjoint union of all tang, spaces), 

(ii) 7r:T(M,C) —* M - the canonical projection, 

(iii) TC«(sc6)T(M^c) where C*{go7r; geC}u{dg; geC} (dg:T(M,C) -* Rf 
v H-» v(g)). 

Following A.Kowalczyk C53, the d.s. (T(MfC)fTC) is called the tan

gent d.s. to a d.s. (MfCO. Any (smooth) section X:M —» T(MfC) of It is 
called a (smooth) vector field on (M.C). The smoothness of X is equ

ivalent to the fact that X(f)eC for feC We shall denote the C-modu-

le of all smooth vector fields on (MfC) by 3£(I%C). 

In the sequel of this chapter, we fix a smooth groupoid (1.1). 

Let C and D denote the d.str.'s of $ and V, respectively. This dete
rmines the system 

(3.1) (A($),p,V) 
in which (1) A($) is the proper d.subs. of the tangent d«s. T$ with 
the support LLT U $ vCTf (we recall that §„ denotes the leaf of § x wx x X 
over x, x€V), (2) p:A($) —^ V is the projection defined by p(v)-»x 

iff v€Tuxi$x« Of course, p is smooth. The structure of a vector space 

is defined in each fibre of p. Unfortunately, system (3.1) is not -

in general - a vector bundle (even if V is a manifold). However, it 

has some interesting properties described in theorem (3.7) below. 

A vector field X on $ is called and-field if X^yfiuh9 h€^# A n 

oc-field X is called right-invariant (briefly r-i) if (Dh) ff(X )-X h, 

gfh€§ and «*g«Bhf where D-̂  are mappings (2.2). It is easy to see that 

the Lie bracket of smooth r-i vector fields is such a field, too. All 
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smooth r-i vector fields on $ form an R-Lie algebra (w.r.t. the Lie 

bracket) and a D-module (w.r.t. the multiplication f«X:=f*B»X) deno-

ted by 3£ (§). SecA($) - the vector space of all global smooth sect

ions of p - forms a D-module, too. 

Each smooth r-i vector field X determines a smooth section 

XQ:V -» A($), x ^ X U x , 

of p. The mapping 

(3.2) 3E\§) —> SecA(£), X i~* XQ, 
is a homomorphisra of D-modules. Conversely, we have the following 

(3.3) PROPOSITION. For each rjeSecA(§), there exists exactly one smo

oth r-i vector field on §, denoted by 7)', such that 

(*) lux'V xeV# 
The mapping 
(3.4) SecA($) ~»JER(§), rj •-> T}', 

is an isomorphism of D-modules, inverse to (3.2). 

Proof. Let 7jeSecA(§). A r-i vector field 7}' on §, such that (*) 

holds, is defined by the formula 

(**) rj'h~ ( V W W ' h6$' 
v/hich proves the uniqueness. To show the existence, we must prove 

that the vector field 7)' defined by (*#) is r-i and smooth. This fir
st fact is easy to see. To prove the second, we take an arbitrary f 

6C For he$, we have -7̂ (f )*7̂<> B(h)($Bhdg h-» f°( • )(gf.h))* From the as

sumption that •:§*$—*>§ is smooth we have fo( • )€(CXC)J #J • We fix 

h€§ and find a nbh £1*TQ)(Q o£ (uBh 9 \ ) and a function feCXC such 

that f °( •) liin ($*§) = ftfin (3>*§). Thus, for h from some nbh of hQ, 

we have^h(f)»^B(h)(f(sh)). The function $ah i-» Y(h)(f( •fh))f whe

re Y:$~* T§ f g •-^7
0B(g), belongs to C; see the lemma below. • 

(3.5) LEMMA. Let (M,C) and (N,S) be any d.s.'s and Y:(N,S) — * 

(T(M,C),TC) - any smooth mapping. Then, for any smooth function !f 

€CXD, the following function N*x b-» Y(x)(f( ̂ x ) ) ^ belongs to D. 

Proof. Put Y^ :N -+ T(MXN), x i-* (Y(x),8x), where 0X6TXN denotes 
the null vector. We prove that Y.1:(N,D) -* (T(MxN),T(6xf))) is smooth, 
CXD is generated by E« fe^pr.^ £6(5} u lh«pr2; heD}, so C5J T(CXD) is 

generated by E=- l£*»3l-:& €E3 U [&&} &6-S }• To see the smoothness of Y1f 
we have to notice only that £«Y,j€D for£€E. In the end, we see that 

(x H-* Y(x)(f( *,x))) » df oY1 6 D. • 

(3.6) DEFINITION. By a vector pseudobundle (over a d.s. V) we mean 

each system (A,p,V) containing d.s.'s A and V and a surjjective smoo

th mapping p:A —* V in whose fibres some structures of vector spaces 

are defined and the following properties hold: 
(1) + :A©A —* A, (v,w) i—* v+w, • :EXA —* A, (r,v) i—* r»v, are smo-
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oth mappings where A©A denotes the proper d.subs. of AXA with the 
support {(v,w)6AxAj; pv=pw], 

(2) for any number meN, any smooth sections |-i,...,!L of p and any 
no t -I 

set UcrV (necessarily open) such that the vectors l-j(x),.. .,| (x) 
are linearly independent for xeU, the mapping 

<p:V|I3x(R
m ->A, (x,a) H ^ Z i a

i ^ i ( x ) , 
is a diff. onto its image. 

Let (A,p,V) and (A',p',VObe two vector pseudobundles. By a homo-
morphism between them we mean a pair of smooth mappings (h,H), h;V-*V̂  
H:A —*A', such that p'°H»-hop and for each xeV, H I X

: A I X "^
 Alh(x) is 

a linear homomorphism of vector spaces. If V=V' and h=-id, then this 
homomorphism is called strong and denoted by one letter H. All vec
tor pseudobundles and homomorphisms form a category. 
(3.7) THEOREM. System (3.1) is a vector pseudobundlee 

Proof. Extending sections &-,...,|m€SecA($) to smooth vector fie
lds on § (for example, to r-i vector fields), we see that the theo
rem is an immediate consequence of the following lemma. • 
(3.8) LEMMA. The tangent d.s. T(M,C) to a d.s. (M,6) is a vector 
pseudobundle. 

Proof. The smoothness of + and • is easy to see. Now, take meN, 
any smooth vector fields X.j, •. .,Xe 3E(M,C) and any subset U c M (not 
necessarily open) such that the vectors X.(x),...,X (x) are linearly 
independent for each xeU and define <f ZMJ-JXIR111 —> T(M,C), (x,a) i—• 
Z . a X.(x)-. The smoothness of cp is evident. To prove this for cp~ , 
we put pr1 :UX|R

ra —» U, (x,a) H-» X, and ps:UxlRm —* R, (x,a1,.. .,am) i-> 
as, s$m. Of course pr ..©<)>"" --7CI<y[UxlRm3 is smooth. So, it suffices to 
show that pso<p~ e (T^^<p^U<IRm.1• For *kis purpose, we notice that 
pS°<p~ ( H i a Xi(x))«a

s, and we take any point x €U and functions f , 
...,^60 such that X ^ f ^ X x > 4 j C21]. Then, for some nbh U of xQ, 
we have: det CX^f ̂ )(x)3 ̂  0, xcff, and we can define the mapping 
<|>:U -* GL(m,E), x h-> tXi(f

3)(x)]. Let ~1oJ,(x)- [c^(x); 3,k<.m], xeU. 
For F:R2m -* R, (x1, ... ,xm,y1 yra) h-» Z*y**y we h a v© 

( 1 ) F( c ^ r , . . . , c*ojr ,df 1 , . . . ,dfm)€( T C ^ f l j , 
( 2) F( c f • * , . . . , c S o * , d f 1 , . . .t&f®) « f 1 [Oln <f CUxRm] 

«pSo9"1i7c~l tUin<pCUxRraJ which ends the proof. • 

For |,Tj€SecA(§), we put 

(3-9) ^ tt^B:«C|,,7%, 

and take the mapping B# :A($) —+ TV, v i—* B^v. For any £eSecA(§), 
the r-i vector field fc'on $ is B-related to the vector field B;$*3E0O 
(3.10) DEFINITION. The system 
(3.11) (A($), l-,-B, S #) 
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is called the algebroid of the, smooth groupoidf. 
The fundamental properties of system (3.11) are described by 

(3.12) THEOREM, (a) The system (SecA($), !•,•!) is an CR-Lie algebra, 
(b) the mapping SecS#:SecAf$) —> 3£(V), £ '-^B./l;, is a homomo-

rphism of Lie algebras, 
(c) the equality ILJ,f ̂ B = f • ff^TjU + (2^° t)(f )• 7 holds for $9rj 

€ Sec A($) and feD. 
Proof, (a) ia easy to see, (b) Let |fr^€SecA(§). Since |' is B-

related to S^g and <q' - to fyy , therefore Z^rfl is B-related to 
£B»#ltSfr*7l. Also, E|f 1̂ 21̂  is B-related to S^E^-fll, thus .by (3.9) 
and by the surjectivity of B, we see that S*° E|f$l =- [B̂ ° | f B/7 J . 
(c) follows from the equality IX,f«B.Y3 * f«B« EX, Yl + (%*X )(f)*B*Y 
for X,Ye3E ($) and feD. a . ° 

The properties of system (3.11) described in theorems (3.7) and 
(3.12) suggest the following definition of an abstract algebroid. 
(3.13) DEFINITION. By an algebroid we mean a system 
(3.14) (A, 1[.,*J),r)f 
consisting of (1) a vector pseudobundle A« (Afp,V)f (2) a mapping 
C»f •]) :Sec AXSec A —» Sec A where Sec A denotes the D-module of all 
smooth sections of p (D - the d.str. of V) f (3) a mapping «pA -> TV, 
such that (a) the system (Sec A ,!•,•!!) is an R-Lie algebra, (b) 
the mapping Secy:SecA —> 3E (V)f \ *-*f*%f is a homomorphism of Lie 
algebras, (c) [|,f^3« f#£|t?B + (f<> |)(f)»7 for l^eSecA, f€D. 

If A is a vector bundle (over a manifold V), then (3.14) is sim
ply a Lie algebroid in the sense of J.Eradines L123, C133. 

For two algebroids (A, I*t#Dfir) and (A'f D , ^ ' ty') over the same 
d.s. V, by a (strong) homomorphism betweenychem we mean a homomorp
hism of vector pseudobundles H:A —* A', such that (1)Y°Kssy> (2) 
SecH: Sec A—* Sec A' is a homomorphism of IR-Lie algebras. 

Any strong homomorphisn F:$ —*#' between two smooth groupoids 
determines a homomorphism of their algebroids !F#:A($) —* A(§'), v F-» 
F^v. The covariant functor $ 1—» A(§), P w ^ , obtained above is 
called (like in J.Pradines [13] for diff. groupoids) the Lie functor. 

It is possible that definitions (3.6) and (3.13) are too general. 
The answer to the following question will solve this problem. 
(3.15) THE FIRST OPEN PROBLEM. Is each algebroid isomorphic to the 
algebroid of some smooth groupoid? If the answer is negative, find 
any necessary and sufficient conditions for the algebroid to be iso
morphic. 

4. PRADINES-TYPE GROUPOIDS. 
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(4*1) DEFINITION. By a groupoid of Pradines type we shall mean any 

smooth groupoid (1.1) in which V is a d.man. and system (3.1) is a 

vector bundle. 

(4.2) EXAMPLES. (1) Differential groupoid(i.l)is of Pradines type. In

deed, A(§)Su*0!*§ where T*§ - Kerct*. 

(2) The groupoid of the equivalence relation R determined by a fo

liation 7 of a d.man. V is of Pradines type. Indeed, A(R)s T? . 

(3) The smooth groupoid $ , defined in theorem (2*5) with the help 

of an equivalence relation R for which the family of abstract clas

ses is a foliation 7 of V, is a groupoid of Pradines type. In fact, 

A(§R)« B*~ CT53 is a vector subbundle of A($). a 

By the remark following definition (3.13), we obtain 

(4.3) COROLLARY. If (ii)is a groupoid of Pradines type, then system 

(3.11) is a Lie algebroid. 

(4»4) THEOREM., Smooth groupoid (1.1) in which V is a d.man. is a 

groupoid of Pradines type iff 

(i) for each vector V6A($), there exists |eSecA($) such that !(pv)«T$ 

(ii) the function Vax i—» dimA($). is constant. 
Proof, M * w is evident, "* M. Let xeV and let (v.,...,v ) he any 

• I m 

basis of A(f).x. Take £«-,... ,|meSec A($) and a nbh U of x in V such 

that 5i(x)*vi, i^m, and the vectors 5 -jCy)t • • •»lm(y) are linearly in

dependent for yeU. We need notice that 

<p:IMRm —*p" 1EU3 f (y,a
1,...,ara) *-» L±a±l±{y) 

is a diffeomorphism. This is an consequence of theorem (3.7). m 
Now, let R be any equivalence relation on a d.man. V. In the the

orem below, we give the complete answer to the question when the gro

upoid of R is of Pradines type. We see that - because of statement 

(2) - this theorem may be considered as the next^generalization^of 

^dement^s^theorem^on^division (see [103). 

(4.5) THEOREM. The following conditions are equivalent: 

(1) (1»4) is a groupoid of Pradines type with dimR »k, xeV. 

(2) The family Tof all arcwise connected components of all abstr

act classes of R is a k-dim. foliation. 

(3) (a) (1»4) is a smooth groupoid, and 

(b) there exists a subset ilcR such that 

(i) A c i l where A - {(x,x)6V*V; -^V}, 

(ii) id is a proper n+k-dim. d.subman. of VxV, 

(iii) pr1 l«fl :£l —*• V is a submersion, 
(iv) for each xeV, the proper d.subman. 

fl.x:-(pr1liLr
1(x) 

of Sh is an open d.subman.of the leaf R . 
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(4) There exists a subset iflcR such that 

(i)r(iii) as above, 

(iv') D(x>y)tily3n SIXCLSIX for (x,y)eR, 

(v') connected components of the manifold S. , xeV, (see lemma 

in [103 ) are equal to arcwise connected components of the set R inVxV. 

Proof. (1 )4 (2). Let us take any abstract class L of R and xeL. We 

define on L a d.str. of a d.man. in such a way that the mapping y : 
L —• Rx, y i—* (xty)t is a diffeomorphism. L is an immerse subman. of 

V.From the fact that Rx is a leaf of VxV we see that connected compo

nents of the manifold L are equal to arcwise connected components of 

the set L in V, so the connected component Bx of x of the manifold L 

is an element of?, and TXBX» (P^2^(x,x)
£A(R) Ix1 s (Pr2IR)*xCA(R) Ix1 # 

Since (pr2IR)!^:A(R) —-> TV is a monomorphism of the bundles, we see 
that T^" Im(pr2IR)^ is a vector subbundle of TV. Thus (2) results now 
from some version of .Frobenius* theorem C1,p»863« 

(2) 4 (3). Condition (a) follows from the observation that each ab

stract class of R is a leaf of V (w.r.t. the definition contained in 

chapter 2). To prove (b), we take any nice covering K U ^ ^ R 1 1 ) * i€N} 

of?, n=-dimV# Let us denote by Q^ the plaque of the chart (Ui,<fi) 

which contains x, xeU.. Like in the proof of theorem 2 from paper 

1103, we see that £1= U j A ^ where fl^** l(x,y)eV*V; xcU^ yeQ-̂ J, has 

properties (i)f(iii)* To show (iv), we notice that the inclusion 

XI c-* R is an immersion, and that dim-Q^- dimRx. 

(3)*»(4)« Let SI fulfil (i)r(iv). Condition (iv') holds in an evi
dent manner. To show (v'), it is sufficient to notice that the manifo

ld 5 is equal to the leaf R„, xeV. 

(4)*»( 1).Let us assume that a subset SLczR has properties (i)r 
(iii), (iv') and (V). Take any abstract class L of R and xeL. Via bi

section yx:Ii —* L y •-* (xiy)> w e define some d.str. of a d.man. on 
L such that v is a diff. By property (i) of ft (see lemma in 1103), 

• x •*-. 

we see the correctness of the definition of the d.man. L, while by 

property (ii) of fi - that the inclusion L<=-» V« (L -^-L c-* tx̂ xV 

•^ V) is an immersion. In view of assumption (v') , the family 9 of 

all arcwise connected components of all abstract classes of R is equal 

to the family of all connected components of all manifolds L obtained a-

bove. Let xeBeJ. From the definition of &x we see that •&X<-E£X» thus 

<4«6> T x B a < P r 2 > « ( x , x ) t T ( x , X ) - V -
Put T^Jl :«Ker<^#, c<;apr1 iXli. I t i s a vector subbundle of order k of 

the tangent bundle TSl9 which implies that û T̂ -jfL (u:V —*.fii, x H-> 

(x,x)) is a vector bundle of order k over V. Since x:u*T*IL —* TV, 

v j__* (pr2)#v, is a monomorphism of vector bundles (see the proof of 
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theorem 2 in C103, part (2)-*(1)), therefore, by (4.6), we see that 
T$ is a vector subbundle of TV, which implies that 3= is a k-dim. fo
liation and, next, that each element Be? is a leaf of V. Thus each 
d.raan. L obtained above is a leaf, too, which gives that R is a leaf 
of groupoid (1.4). Then, this last is a smooth groupoid. We have 
A(R)|X= T, X N R X * (T^ f lOj rx X N C T R . To finish the proof, we need no
tice the equality of d.s.'s A(R)» T^Xl,^ • Since A(R) is (by defini
tion) a proper d.subs. of TR and T01!! .. - of TXl, it suffices to 
show that TXL is a proper d.subs. of TR, but this results from the 
following lemma used to the situation when A c-^ R. • 
(4,7) LEMMA. If (M',C) is a d.subs. of (M,C), then the tangent d.s. 
(T(M',C),TC) is a d.subs. of the tangent d.s. (T(M,C),TC), what is 
more, if for IfeTg,, the equality C^ * C-j holds, then (^COfl^lnn 
"(TG)^-injj where n'iT(Yi'9C') —# M' is the projection. In particular, 
if (M',C') is a proper d.subs., then (T(M',C'),TC) is such, too. 0 

Theorem (4#5) is the source of the notion of a nice_structure (re
call that the existence of the set fl in that theorem is proved by 
using a 5ic£_covering °^ a foliation). 
(4*8) DEFINITION. By a k-dim. nice structure of groupoid (1.1) we 
shall mean any subset tfl,c§ such that 

(i) utVlcTl, 
(ii) ifL is an n+k-dim. proper d.subman. of §9 

(iii) or lA:«n, —* V is a submersion, 
(iv) BhlSl in n xa«Q x :=(<-. lAr

1(x), h€j, x**h, y«Sh, 
(v) connected components of the d.raan. f __ (see lemma below) are 

equal to arcwise connected components of the subset©-"" (x) in$. 
(4«9) LEMMA. If XLcfhas properties (i)f(iv) above, then, for each 
point xeV, there exists exactly one k-dim. C^-manifold §v with the 
supports (x), such that, for each h€« (x), 

(a) \t&yl<x$x> 
(b) D h m y : A y -+Bhl£l71*§x i s a d iff . 
The manifolds # x have the properties: (i) ̂ ^ ^ ""̂  $cth is a 

diff., (ii)l x are Hausdorff, (iii) l x are d.subs. off, (iv) if, 
in addition, this groupoid is a smooth groupoid with dim$ «k E=k' 
and the man. § has a countable basis], then tk-sk' and] the leaf §x 

is equal to § , xeV. 

'*ie Pr°of is similar to that of the lemma from [10]. We only pro
ve properties (ii) and (iv). To prove (ii), we first notice the con-

& —1 
tinuity of the inclusion ;j:f —* § in some nbh of any point h€« (x): 

i :fx-oDhCABh3 --£t £1 S h <-* »Bh.q,Bli) --* (*,0). 
Next, (ii) follows from the fact "that (f,T^) is Hausdorff. To prove 
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(iv), we notice that the identity map I —*§ is an immerse bijecti-
x x 

on between manifolds of the same dimensions 14,p. 1013. • 

(4.10) THE SECOND OPEN PROBLEM. Are the manifolds £ x leaves of§? 

(4*11) DEFINITION. By a nice structure of smooth groupoid (1.1) we 

ahall mean any nice structure of this groupoid for which f « § xeV. 

We see that XLc $ is a nice structure of smooth groupoid (1*1) 

i f (i)f(iii) as in (4.8), (iv') XL is an open subman. of $ • 
x x 

The notion of a groupoid with a nice structure is closely connec

ted with the notion of "BSJ^ESgaujiifferen^ in 

the sense of J.Pradines C113. 

(4*12) THEOREM. A smooth groupoid which has a nice structure is of 

Pradines type. 
Proof. Let X2, be a nice structure of smooth groupoid (1.1), k = 

«dim.£. Then T"Sl :«Ker(« IXL)* is a vector subbundle of TX1 of order x *̂  
k. Thus ̂ •Q»:s3;<\Q,|Ur-r3 is a vector bundle of order k over uCV3. 

Next, we see that A(f) |x- 3?ux($x) -
 Tux(«

fi
x
) " (To&) |ux»

 a n d "t^t, by 

(4.7)> T°*il is a proper d.subs. of Ttf. Thus A(§)-= ̂ X2»,upn
 a s d*s*'s/ 

which implies that A($) is a vector bundle. ft 

(4.15) THE THIRD OPEN PROBLEM. Has every Pradines-type groupoid a 

nice structure? 

(4»14) REMARK. Let a family $ of immerse connected submanifolds of V 

(covering Y) be given. Take the groupoid (1*4) of the equivalence 

relation R whose family of abstract classes is equal to ?. We see 

that theorem (4.5) can be formulated as follows: 

The conditions are equivalent: 

(1) R is of Pradines type, 

$ (some version of Erobenius' theorem [1fp.863 ) 

(2) ¥ is a foliation, 

$ (some generalization of Godement's theorem C103) 

(3) R has a nice structure, ft 

fA_,15') EXAICPLE. Let a be a non-connected Lie group. G is, of course, 
a Lie groupoid with the one-point manifold of units. Each (open)nbh 

U of the neutral element eeG is a nice structure of this groupoid. 

It is well known that each connected nbh Use generates only the con

nected component of the element e in G. . m 

Let XL be any subset of algebraic groupoid (1.1), By the groupoid 

generated by XL we mean the smallest algebraic subgroupoid Y of f 

containingSb - It is easy to see that W consists of all finite pro-

ducts hn»...^h1 only, where h^eSlyfl (XL "1-ti" i hcQ,}), i$n, n€N. 

(4.16) PROPOSITION. If XL is a nice structure of groupoid (1.1) and 

Hf is the subgroupoid generated byXX , then the set ^ ja^Fn^" (x) 
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is an open-closed subset of fx> xeV. 
The very simply proof of this proposition is omitted, s 

(4.17)' CPRQLLARY. Let The any foliation of a d.man. V. Then each 
nice structure of 7 fi.e. each nice structure of Pradines-type gr6-
upoid (1.4) of the equivalence relation determined by*7f generates 
the entire groupoid. g 
(4.18) DEFINITION. By a nice groupoid we shall mean a smooth groupo
id § for which there exist nice structures .CI of $ and jQ,0 of the 
groupoid of the equivalence relation 
(4.19) R$= {(xfy)€V*V; -V$(o(h«xf Gh=y)}c V*V, 
respectively, such that the mapping 
(4.20) (oc^tA-il.,— Sl0 

is a submersion. 
For a nice groupoid $ f the mapping ^ x * $ x —* (%)x' ** *~* (x»Bk), 

is a submersion of leaves, xeV. 
The next theorem gives a class of nice groupoids. We need for 

this another notion from the theory of d.s.'s. 
Let (MfC) and (N,D) be any d.s.'s. Smooth surjective mapping 

f:(M,C) —> (N,D) is called strong coregular if for some natural num
ber n the following property holds: 

- for each point xeM there exist nbh's U^TQ and Wefjj of x and 
f(x), respectively, and a diff. ̂ :(UfC1J) —> (WfDw)X(R

n
f C^E

11)) such 
that f IU- pr^^Ji. 
(4.21) DEFINITION*, Groupoid (1.1) is called strong coregular if 
(4.22) («»B):§ -* R, 
is a strong coregular mapping (Rj - the proper d.subs. of VxV). 
(4.23) EXAMPLE, Groupoid (2.6) is strong coregular. Indeed, (ot,6): 
§ —> VXV is strong coregular because it is coregular between d.man.' 

R 

s. The strong coregularity of § follows now from 
(4.24) Lemma. If (MfC) and (N,D) are d.s.'s and f :(M,C) ~* (N,D) is 
a strong coregular mapping then for each subset N'c N the mapping 
flM': (M',C^) —• (N'fJD^X), where M'«f~

1[N':j, is strong coregular, too. 
WTiat is more, if (N'fDN.-) isad.man.f then ( M't C^) is a d.man., too. p 
(4.25) THEOREM. Each strong coregular groupoid $ for which the grou
poid Rj> is of Pradines type is a nice groupoid (in particular, is of 
Pradines type). 

Proof. Let ,Q,0 he any nice structure of Rj. Put XI :*(oCf S)~ t£l 3. 
By lemma (4.24), A is a proper d.subman. of § and mapping (4.20) is 
a submersion. Nowf we show that XI* has properties (i)f(iv) from de
finition (4.8) for k»dimjQ,-dira V. (i) and (ii) hold in an evident 
manner, (iii) results from the equality cMjQ * pr^Cot,S)l£l. To show 
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(iv), take an arbitrary h€$and put x=<*h, y=-Bh. From the assumption 
That fLQ is a nice structure of Rj we have V, x CfL0 3A -H^o: £ \ > X ' 
Now, (iv) follows from the continuity of (oc,S) lfl>x'-Slx —* -0»ox and 
the equality DhCAy.JO fLx = ((d,B) \£lx) ~1 tD ( x > y ) t-floy3nXlox3 • Lem
ma (4.9) states that, for each point xeV, there exists exactly one 
k-dim. d.man. § with the support ^""'(x), such that (a) and (b) from 
that lemma hold. Finally, it is sufficient to show that § is a leaf 

— **̂  
of § for each xeV. First, we notice that the mapping & x

:$ x ~~* (
R$)x

f 

hi—• (x,Bh), has the property: 
- for each point (x,y)e(Rj)x, there exists a nbh Wcr(R^)x of (x,$ 

such that (a) (R§)xi^ *
s a proper d.subman. of the d.s. Rf, (b) 

^xlB~1tW] is a P r oP e r d.subman. of the d.s.$ . 
Indeed, for (x,y)e(Rj)x, we can put W:D, NLQ, 3. Now, the theorem 
follows from the lemma below. • 
(4.26) LEMMA. Let (M,C) and (N,D) be any d.s.'s. If g:(M,C) -* (NfD) 
is a strong coregular mapping and (M'fC) and (N'JD') are d.subs.'s of 
(M,C) and (N,D), respectively, such that (1) (N',D'-) is a leaf of 
(N,D), (2) M'=f~1tN'J, (3) for each point xeM'f there exists a nbh 
U€TD, of g(x) such that D^D^, &~1Utt*rQ, and Cg-lpjj- Cg.1tu;,, 
then (M'fC) is a leaf of (MfC). 

The proof is identical with that for the analogous fact proved in 
theorem (2.5)« B 

From this theorem we see that the strong coregular groupoid # 
from example (4.2)(3) is a nice groupoid. 

Now, we explain the notion of the strong coregularity of smooth 
groupoids in the domain of differential groupoids. 
(4o27) PROPOSITION. If (1.1) is a strong coregular differential gro
upoid with the connected space $f then equivalence relation (4.19) 
is regular in the sense of Godement L18,Ch.III.§123o 

Proof. One should prove that (a) R^ is a proper d.subman. of VxVt 
(b) pr..: R* —> V is a submersion* V/e see that (a) results from the 
lemma below and the assumption of the strong coregularity of (4.22), 
while (b) - from the equality <x« pr..©(o( ,B). • 

The following lemma comes from the work by W.Waliszewski [243. 
Now, we give a new short proof of this fact. 
(4.28) LEMMA* If (M,C) and (N,D) are connected d.s.'s and (M,C)x(N,D) 
is a d.man., then (MfC) and (NfD) are d.man.'s, as well. 

Proof. Take x eM and y eN and put m:t-diraTx (MfC)f n:«dimT (NfD). 

Of course, k:-=m+n« dim(MXN,CKD). There exist some nbh's U€T
C and V/ 

eT^ of x and yQ, respectively, and & diff. <j> :(UXW,CJ<DW) > 
(A.C^B J^) for some open subset A<xlRk. We put U-, x-^lU^y^l and 
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W.j :«f l{x 1*W3 and take the d i f f . ' s 

?i^(%y0)
:(u'cu) ^ ( V C ^ V ' 

f2 = <?(xo,0:(WfDw) -^(W1foV)tfl). 
From the main theorem of paper 161 we infer - diminishing U and Wf if 

necessary - that there exist some diff.'s 

*1:(D1,C
atBk)D ) - ^ ( i a i , C a t . R m ) i 0 i 1 ) , r L 1 C I R m , 

^ 2 ! ( W 1 ( c V ) w ) — ( A 2 , C a t l R n ) i a 2 ) , i r L 2 C t R n . 
Hence the superposition 

(lj;1o^2).(cplXf2).(p-
1:(iLfC

<i
v(R

k)a) — (A 1 xi^, C ^ ) ^ ^ ^ 
is a diffeomorphism. Therefore fL^fk^ is open in E f so fl^ and JX, 

are open in fflm and E n , respectively. 9 

In view of remark (4.14)f ^SS^S£2'^22^S^S^B^^22'BS^SES§^B^S2^ 
me far-reaching generalization of_foliations, and thus, the subsequ*-

ent theorem (4.29) - as a generalization of Frobenius* theorem. 

First, we recall the definition of a d.s. of the class 2) . Folio-
o 

wing P.G.l/alczak t22l, we denote by2) the largest class 2) of d.s.*3. 

fulfilling the conditions: 

(i) the class of d.man.'s is contained in 2), 

(ii) if (M,C)eS), then dimTx(M,C)<«>for each xeM, 

(iii) if (M,C)f (M',C')e2>, f:(MfC) -^(M
/
fC

/) is a smooth mapping 

and, for some xsM, the differential f :TX(M,C) —* TffN(M'fC') is an 

isomorphism, then there exists a nbh U of x open in T c such that 

flUKU,^) —* (f £U3,C'f[Uj) is a diffeomorphism. 

P.G.V/alczak C231 proved the following 

THEOREM. A d.s. (M,C) belongs to $)Q iff, for any xeM, there exis

ts its nbh U€t and a d.man. M such that U is contained in the sup

port of M, dimfi = dim Tx(M,C) and Cy-* C^fi)^ 

The class 2)Q is closed w.r.t. proper d.subs.f i.e. if (M,C)cS)oa»d 

AcM, then (A,CA)e2)0 (see t23] and [63). Thus, the space of the smo

oth groupoid § , constructed in theorem (2.5)> is of the class S>Q. 

(4.29) THEOREM. A generalization of Frobenius* theorem. 

Let (1.1) be any Pradines-type groupoid such that 

(i) the d.s. $ is of the class 3>Qf V is paracompact, 

(ii) the groupoid R-| is of Pradines-type, 

(iii) 6x:#x —* (
R§)x>

 xeVt a r e submersions, 

Then (1.1) is a nice groupoid. 

Proof. Making use of a local extension of § to a d.man. and of so

me fact from the theory of differential equations, one can prove 

(4*30) LEMMA. Let xeV, and let £.,,.. .,£keSecA(#) constitute a basis 
of SecA(§)over a nbh WdTV of x, such that (a) E*« %v .. . fS^S n f n» 

«dimVf constitute a basis of 3£(V) over Wf (b) V f n + 1 » - A « | k » 0 . 
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Then there exists £>0, K>0 and an open nth Uc W of x, such that 
Exp:X(-K,K)^U —$, (a,y) i->tyy>a(t), 

exp:^(-K,K)KU - > R f c V * V , (a,y) -,"' tyy^U), 
are diffeomorphisms onto their images vfL., and -T-oU (with d.str.'s in
duced from § and VxV, respectively) and the diagram 

£(-K,K)*U —".O-y 
Jpr J(«,B) 

X(-K,X)*U -> fLr "oU 
and 4>yfaCO

 den< 
vector fields k 

commutes, where <p (•) and ij; ( •) denote the integral curves of the 
J 9 ** «/ # *•* 

|/Гi a-dfaЧ-li. 
passing through u and y

f
 respevtively. • 

According to that lemma we find a covering *Xi"lU„V « and families 

of d.man.'s 1.0,-jf Ue Oi}, ID*
oU
f U€3UU. Let OJT be any open covering 

of V su h that Tp are compact for U'e^I' and ̂ -llf',- U'€ Ol'Hs a re
finement of a covering 11. 

Next, making use of strong paracompactness of V "we refine starli-
kely XI' to some open starlike finite covering 113 " t ^ i ^ ̂ « Let 

St(Wt* O B ) - U W t i c U ; , ( t ) C U V f t ) c U s ( t ) , m- m(t), 1*1. 
In this connection, 

t S(t.i) set/ 

and if W tn Wt, i* 0 then wt ̂ W t ' c Usct)n ̂ ctO0 P o r ea,0h teT we take 

the basis of Sec A(§) over W. consisting of all restrictions to W. of 
all elements of the basis over U B W considered in lemma (4»30). Ma
king several times use of the same fact from differential equations 
(this time to the manifolds Art ) we obtain: 

s 
For each t€T there is Kt>0 such that the mappings (defined as abo

ve) Exp: X(-K t,K t)*W t ~ * $
 and exp: ̂ ~Kt,Kt^*Wt '^RiczY^Y 

are diffeomorphisms onto their images »Q^f -Oi^, (otfB):A^ —+f), ^ 
is a submersion, fL.cfl^ 0 ...OXi-g and Xl 0^ ciXolj A... 
0 n _ . Therefore, ifSCtl 0 Wt, ^ tne'n' s(tJ 

•«*tu,lit'c:,lAuB{t) • 
Prom the construction, we see that .Q>^. and .Qt' are k-dim. submani-
folds of the k-dim d.raan. -"-"Use*.' S0 they are ° p e n i n the laSt manl" 
fold. This'implies that ^it«--AtU A t , and -^ot«£--otU.f--ot, . Then 

Sl^x^h ..-Ut-ftt
 and ,f-ot<r'ft9:ss'-'t'n'<'t • 

Hence A and !"1 satisfy the required conditions. • 
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